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Abstract
Origin of metabolic pathways is an important milestone in evolution, linking pre-biotic/abiotic era to biotic era, and genic-encod-

ed enzymatic reactions is at the core. Studies imply that de novo genic origin of early enzymes is plausible. There are also sugges-
tions that large cells may be at the origin of life. However, the questions of whether unlinked enzymatic reactions link to multi-step 
biochemical pathways and whether large cells are necessary remain. Here, we use digital organisms to examine the emergence of 
multi-step biochemical pathways from independently genic-encoded enzymatic reactions. Our simulation results suggest that inde-
pendently genic-encoded enzymatic reactions can randomly link into multi-step biochemical pathways in the absence of large cell 
selective pressure (p-value > 0.05). This suggests that genic-encoded multi-step biochemical pathways may arise randomly once 
enzymes are prevalent.
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Introduction

How did primordial cells construct metabolic routes? - a question posed by Renato Fani [1], lies at the core of origin and evolution of 
metabolic pathways [2]. Several notable hypotheses have been put forth, as reviewed by Scossa and Fernie [3]. At the end of 20th century, 
Lazcano and Miller [4] proposed a semi-enzymatic approach to pathway origin which is still prominent after more than two decades 
[5]. The main feature of semi-enzymatic approach is that reactions may be catalyzed by a combination of enzymatic processes and non-
biological/non-enzymatic processes. Non-enzymatic aspect is supported [6-8] by the discovery of non-enzymatic glycolysis and pentose 
phosphate pathway [9,10] and more recently, the three-step reversal oxaloacetate into succinate can be achieved without enzymes and 
using hydrogen as reducing agent in biological conditions [11]. On the enzymatic front, primitive enzymes may arise independently or 
in combination as deoxyribozymes, ribozymes, or peptide enzymes [12] through abiotic polymerizations [13] as short random chains of 
peptides may contain putative protein domains [14] and long DNA sequences may contain putative genes [15,16]. This is further supported 
by studies suggesting that promoters [17,18] and coding sequences [19] may originate from random DNA sequences.
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Since de novo origin of functional genes is possible [15-19], the genic origin of early enzymes is plausible. In addition, cell size may also 
be important as hyperthermophilic giant cells may lie at the origin of life [20], which is supported by the recent discovery of bacterium 
that is nearly 1 centimetre long [21]. Hence, by relaxing the criteria on the origin of metabolic pathways from semi-enzymatic [4] to only 
consider enzymatic approach, the questions of whether unlinked enzymatic reactions can link to multi-step biochemical pathways and 
whether large cells are necessary remain. However, these questions are not feasible to be examined experimentally. Digital organisms 
(DOs), which are computer-simulated organisms [22-24] and had been used to explore various experimentally challenging evolutionary 
scenarios [25-34] with alternative metabolisms [35]. DOs has been considered as instances of life rather than simulations of life [36] and 
by extension, can be considered alive [37]. In this study, we use DOs to study the possibility of independently genic-encoded enzymatic 
reactions in large cells to link into multi-step biochemical pathways. Our simulation results suggest that independently genic-encoded 
enzymatic reactions can randomly link into multi-step biochemical pathways without the need for large cells.

Materials and Methods

Simulation system: Digital Organism Simulation Environment (DOSE) [38-40] with D2-plus genomic interpreter was used as the 
simulation platform. D2-plus was modified from D2 Interpreter [33]. The modifications were as follow: Firstly, a null gene was defined as 
two zero nucleotides. Secondly, genes 71 to 99 were defined as undefined genes, which resembles pseudogenes. Lastly, mutation is at the 
nucleotide level (where two nucleotides encode for a gene) rather than gene level.

Simulation setup: Each simulation replicate had 100 DOs, simulated for 1000 generations. The genome of each DO was initiated with 
2000 bases of zero, which was equivalent to 1000 null genes. Mutation rate was set at 1% or equivalent to 20 base mutations per DO per 
generation. The selection process from one generation to the next is based on previous studies [16-18,32,33]. Briefly, the lowest decile of 
the organisms by fitness were removed per generation but in event where more than 50% of the population could be removed, a random 
selection of 10 organisms were removed instead. After removal, a random selection of remaining DOs after removal were replicated to top 
up the population to 100 DOs for the next generation. Four fitness criteria, where three of them acting as large cell selective pressure, were 
defined: (a) In metabolite sum trial, fitness was defined as the sum of intracellular metabolites. (b) In metabolite average trial, fitness 
was defined as the amount of average metabolites across all 25 metabolites. (c) In unique metabolite trial, fitness was defined as the 
number of distinct metabolites. (d) In control trial, no fitness criterion was defined, and 50 DOs were randomly removed in the selection 
process. Each DO is given an empty cytoplasm (all intracellular metabolites were set to zero) before executing the metabolism coded by 
its genome. All 25 environmental metabolites were set to 1000.

Analysis: Analysis of simulation results was performed using three metrics defined in DOSSIER [41]: (a) MeasureSum function was 
used to count the total number of enzymatic genes within the genome of a DO, which refers to the amount of genome coding for enzymes. 
(b) MeasureDiversity function was used to count the unique number of enzymatic genes within the genome of a DO, which refers to the 
number of enzymes within the DO. (c) MeasureEfficiency function was used to measure the global efficiency [42] of the DO’s metabolic 
network, which was a proxy measure to the presence and efficiency of information flow within the metabolic pathways. Each metric for 
each DO per generation per replicate was averaged as mean metric per generation per replicate, which was then used to calculate the 
grand mean and standard error of metric per generation.

Results and Discussion

Semi-enzymatic chemistry [4,5] in large cells [20] may lie at the origin of metabolic pathways. By relaxing the approach and only 
consider enzymatic origin of pathways, we examines the possibility where independently unlinked enzymatic reactions link to form 
biochemical pathways and whether large cells are required. Three large cell selective pressure were defined; namely, the sum of 
intracellular metabolites (metabolite sum), the amount of average metabolites (metabolite average), and the number of distinct metabolites 
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(metabolite unique). Three metrics were defined for each DO; namely, number of enzymatic genes, number of unique enzymatic genes, 
and metabolic efficiency.

Our simulation results show three important results. Firstly, the grand mean of enzymatic genes (Figure 1A), grand mean of gene 
diversity (Figure 1B), and grand mean of metabolic efficiency (Figure 3) are not significantly different (p-value > 0.05) in all 3 large 
cell selective pressures. This suggests that the effects of large cell selection have no significant impact (p-value > 0.05) on the eventual 
genome and metabolism. Secondly, the selective pressure for the number of unique metabolites found in each DO appears not to result 
in large cells as compared to selective pressures for either high quantity of total metabolites or high average metabolite quantity (Figure 
2A). Given the same osmolarity, this selection results in smaller cells compared to control (p-value < 0.001) by half other simulated 
generations. Nevertheless, selecting for the number of unique metabolites does result in the expected outcome of higher number of 
distinct metabolites in DOs as compared to other selective pressures (Figure 2B, p-value < 0.001). Thirdly and most importantly, all 3 
metrices are not significantly different (p-value > 0.05) between selective pressures and the random, no-selection control; after around 
450 generations. 

Our simulation results also show increased number of distinct metabolites in the DOs at the end of 1000 generations (Figure 2B). From 
700th generation, control selection plateaus at about 14.6 types of metabolites per DO while metabolite sum and metabolite average trials 
plateaus at about 15.4 and 15.5 types of metabolites per DO, respectively. The mean number of distinct metabolites in metabolite sum 
and metabolite average trials are not significantly different from each other (p-value > 0.05) but significantly higher than control (p-value 
< 0.001). Selection for unique metabolites resulted in the highest metabolite variety, at the mean of 18.9 per DO after 700th generation, 
which is significantly higher than large cell trials and control (p-value < 0.001). 

Crucially, our simulation results show that the grand mean of global efficiency rapidly increase to more than 0.4 within the first 50 
generations and plateaus at about 0.41 after 200 generations for all selections (Figure 3). The grand mean of global efficiency at 200th 
generation is significantly higher (p-value < 0.001) than that at 50th generation. The degree of metabolite connectively plateaus at 41% of 
that of a fully connected metabolic network based on the definition of global efficiency [42,43]. In this context, a fully connected metabolic 
network is a metabolism where any 2 metabolites can be connected by a single reaction. This suggests that even at 58.4% (14.6 out of 25 
types of metabolites) of the possible metabolite usage in control trial, linking of independent reactions into reaction networks is plausible. 
Hence, this suggests that independently genic-encoded enzymatic reactions has the potential to randomly link into multi-step biochemical 
pathways, in the absence of large cell selection pressure and not significantly different (p-value > 0.05) with or without large cell selection 
pressure. Therefore, genic-encoded multi-step biochemical pathways has the potential randomly once enzymes are prevalent. Yet, this 
does not imply that large cells have no impact in evolutionary processes and may still be relevant in the origin of eukaryotes [44,45].

Figure 1: Grand mean of the number of enzymatic genes and gene diversity in DOs over generations. Panel A shows the grand 

mean of the number of enzymatic genes. Panel B shows the grand mean of gene diversity.
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Figure 2: Grand mean of the quantity of metabolites and metabolite usage in DOs over generations. Panel A shows the grand mean of 

the quantity of metabolites. Panel B shows the grand mean of the types of metabolites found (representing metabolite usage).

Figure 3: Grand mean of metabolic efficiency in DOs over generations.

Conclusion

Using DOs, we show that genic-encoded multi-step biochemical pathways may arise randomly, in the absence of large cell selection, 
once enzymes are prevalent.

Supplementary Materials

Codes for this study can be downloaded at https://bit.ly/PathwayEmergence.
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